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Magnetic Energy Dissipation in the Universe

• Magnetic reconnection is the dominant mechanism for 
dissipating magnetic energy in the universe

• The conversion of magnetic energy to heat and high speed 
flows underlies many important phenomena in nature

• Known systems are characterized by a slow buildup of 
magnetic energy and fast release
– Poorly understood

• A significant fraction of the released magnetic energy goes 
into energetic particles
– Emerging understanding



Astrophysical reconnection

• Solar and stellar flares

• Pulsar magnetospheres, winds, PWNe

• AGN (e.g., blazar) jets, radio-lobes

• Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs)

• Magnetosphere

Crab

M87
GRB



Mechanisms for particle acceleration
• Fast mode shocks

• Magnetic reconnection

• Turbulence
– Can gain or lose energy
– See more waves head-on so net 

gain

vup vdown

CA



Cosmic Ray Energy Spectrum
• Supernova shocks remain the 

favored mechanism for 
producing cosmic rays

– Fermi reflection across the 
shock front

• Converging flow at shock
– Energies up to ~ 1015eV

• Too small to contain higher energy 
particles

– Powerlaw spectra close to 
observations

• ~ E-2.7

• Jets from active Galactic 
nuclei and associated radio 
lobes are large enough to 
produce particles above 
1015eV

– Open issue
• GZK cutoff at around 

1020eV
– Pion production due to 

scattering off the microwave 
background



Magnetic Free Energy

• A reversed magnetic field is a source of free energy
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B

•Can imagine B simply self-annihilating
•What happens in a plasma?



Energy Release from a Squashed Bubble

• Evaluate initial and final magnetic energies
– use conservation law for ideal motion

• magnetic flux conserved
• area for nearly incompressible motion
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•Most of the magnetic energy is released



Flow Generation

• Released magnetic energy is converted into plasma flow
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•Alfven time tA is much shorter than observed energy release time
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Magnetic Reconnection Basics

• Reconnection is driven by the magnetic tension in newly 
reconnected field lines
– Drives outflow at the Alfven speed cA

– Pressure drop around the x-line pulls in upstream plasma
• Dissipation required to break field lines

– At small spatial scales since dissipation is weak
• Reconnection is self-driven

– No external forcing is required
• This picture is unaffected by an ambient magnetic field in 

the out-of-plane direction – the guide field
– The guide field strongly impacts particle acceleration 



Transition to fast reconnection

Cassak et al 2005

Reconnection inflow velocities around 0.1CA



Impulsive flare timescales

• Hard x-ray and radio 
fluxes
– 2002 July 23 X-class flare
– Onset of 10’s of seconds
– Duration of 100’s of 

seconds. 

RHESSI and NoRH Data

(White et al., 2003)



Cartoon of solar flare reconnection

• Classic picture of 
reconnection during 
flare energy release



Observation of large solar flare 

• September 10, 2017
X-class flare

• A limb flare
– On the edge of the 

sun viewed from 
Earth 

• Extreme ultra violet
(EUV) imaging

• Consistent with 
classic flare cartoon



Reconnection driven particle acceleration



RHESSI 
spacecraft  

observations 
• July 23 γ-ray flare 

(Holman, et al., 2003)
• Double power-law fit 

with spectral indices:
1.5 (34-126 keV)
2.5 (126-300 keV)



Fermi solar flare observations

• June 12, 2010, γ-ray flare (Ackermann+ 2012)



RHESSI occulted flare observations

• Direct observations of coronal x-ray sources are rare
– Emission from energetic electrons striking the corona blinds the 

weaker source high in the corona where the plasma density is low
• Observations of a December 31, 2007, occulted flare

– A large fraction of electrons in the flaring region are part of the 
energetic component (10keV to several MeV)

– The pressure of the energetic electrons approaches that of the 
magnetic field

30-50keV

17GHz

Krucker et al 2010



Gamma-Ray Flares in the Crab

September 2010 AGILE/FERMI γ-
flareObservational constraints:

• Flare duration: τ = 1 day   -->      l ~ 3 x 1015 cm

• Photon energy:        > 100 MeV   -->  Particle energy ~ PeV

• Isotropic flare energy: ~ 4 x 1040 erg

• Reconnection mechanism? Shocks are too slow.



Energy release during reconnection

• The change in magnetic topology for reconnection takes 
place in the “diffusion” region
– A very localized region around the x-line 
– This is not where significant magnetic energy is released

• Energy release primarily takes place downstream of the x-
line where newly-reconnected field lines relax their tension

• Mechanisms for particle heating and energization can not 
be localized in the “diffusion region” 



Basic mechanisms for particle energy gain 
during reconnection

• In the guiding center limit

• Curvature drift
– Slingshot term (Fermi reflection) increases the parallel energy

• Grad B drift
– Betatron acceleration increases perpendicular energy – μ conservation
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Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation: basics

• The algorithm
– Throw a bunch of particles on a grid

• Electrons and protons or electrons and positrons

– Advance the particle motion in electric and magnetic fields
– Calculate the currents from the particles
– Advance E and B using Maxwell’s equations

• The constraints
– The model must resolve all kinetic scales
– The Debye length of order 0.1cm for coronal parameter

– Characteristic flare sizes around 104 km

• PIC models can only explore very small domains
– Scale lengths of meters

λDe =
vte
ω pe



Electron heating during reconnection
• Carry out 2-D PIC simulations of electron-proton system with a weak 

and strong guide fields (0.2 and 1.0 times the reconnection field)
– 819.2di x 409.6di with di the ion inertial length
– Compare all of the heating mechanisms
– Dahlin et al ‘14

di =
c
ω pi



Electron heating mechanisms: weak guide field

• Slingshot term dominates (Fermi reflection)
• Parallel electric field term small – a surprise
• Grad B term is an energy sink

– Electrons entering the exhaust where B is low lose energy because 
μ is conserved.

– 15 –

Fig. 3.— Total heating in simulation A (bg = 0.2). Black indicates the total heating: the

solid line is the time variation of the electron thermal energy, the dashed line is the sum of

the terms on the right side of eq. 5.



Electron Fermi acceleration

• How do the most energetic electrons gain energy?

Schoeffler et al 2011



Acceleration mechanism for highest energy 
electrons

• Fermi reflection dominates energy gain for highest energy 
electrons

– Where

• Recent simulations of pair and relativistic reconnection also see 
the dominance of Fermi reflection (Guo+ ’14, Alfves+ ’18)
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Magnetic energy per particle

• The available magnetic energy per particle  is a key 
parameter in both non-relativistic and relativistic 
reconnection
– Non-relativistic: W0 = B2/4πn=miCA

2

• Around 20keV for flares

– Relativistic: σ = B2/4πnmc2

• Can be large in many astrophysical systems

• The available magnetic energy per particle is not sufficient 
to explain the most energetic particles in flares 



Particle acceleration in multi-island reconnection
• Single x-line reconnection can not explain the most energetic 

particles seen in flares
– Energy gain limited to around 10keV in solar flares

• Greater energy gain in contracting and merging magnetic 
islands Tajima and Shibata ’97

Drake et al ’06
Oka et al ‘10
Dahlin et al ‘15

CAx

Figure 5.2: Isosurface of Jez in the 3D simulation tΩci = 50. The isosurface level is

60% of the maximum current density (a 2D slice of the same quantity is shown on

the bottom). The current is filamentary, exhibiting significant 3D structure.
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Energy gain during the merging of islands
• Total area preserved during merger
• Magnetic flux is preserved 
• Merging islands shorten field lines
• Parallel action is conserved  p|| L

– L goes down during merger so p|| goes up

• The merger of two equal sized islands 
doubles the parallel energy of 
particles within the islands

• Time scale of island merging

• Rate of particle energy gain

Drake et al ’13
Montag et al ‘17 

tmerge ~
r

0.1cA

dW
dt
~ W
tmerge



MeV electrons in a coronal hard x-ray source

• How to get MeV electrons in the corona?
– A two-step process – heating in single x-line reconnection 

following by island merging

• First step: single x-line reconnection splits released energy 
between electrons, ions and bulk flow
– Te ~  0.25miCA

2

– For B ~ 50G, with n ~ 109cm-3, obtain Thot ~ 10keV

• Second step: island mergers
– Each merger doubles the electron energy – field line shortening
– How many island mergers takes 10keV electrons to 1MeV?

– Take typical island of  size W ~ 103km 
– Two island merging time
– 1MeV electrons in  

15keV ×2N =1MeV ⇒ N = 6

tmerge ~ (W / 2) / 0.1cA ~1.5s
t1MeV ~ 6tmerge = 9s



Powerlaw spectra from 3D PIC reconnection 
simulations: non-relativistic

• Simulations of reconnection and particle acceleration 
– Turbulent reconnection in 3D systems
– Powerlaw limited to around a decade in energy
– PIC models are not producing the extended powerlaws seen in 

observations
– Why?

the spectrum keeps getting steeper after tΩci=100 in the 2D
simulation. Note that α(ε) decreases with time as the simulation
evolves in the 3D case. This is partly because the reconnection
rate and energy conversion rate decrease, and because α(ε) is
averaged for all high-energy particles but most of them are in
the large flux ropes where acceleration is weak. Therefore, we
need to separate particles in the major acceleration region from
that in the other regions where acceleration is weak. To
accomplish this, we will distinguish the major particle
acceleration regions based on the acceleration mechanisms.
To reveal the acceleration mechanism, we evaluate betatron

acceleration and decompose v into &v that is parallel to the local
magnetic field, and the guiding-center drift velocities including
curvature drift, gradient drift, inertial drift, parallel drift, and
polarization drift(Northrop 1963; le Roux et al. 2015; Li et al.
2019). Figure 5(b) shows the three most important acceleration
terms due to the parallel electric field (or that associated with
&v ), associated with curvature drift, and gradient drift,
respectively. Among these terms, the largest term is associated
with curvature drift, consistent with previous 2D studies based
on fluid quantities (Dahlin et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015, 2017) and
on particles (Li et al. 2019). Figure 5(b) also shows that &E
accelerates thermal particles (∼εth) but decelerates particles
with e e> 5 th, and that gradient drift gives deceleration for all
particles. These results validate the assumption made in
Figure 4 to use · kvE to separate the major acceleration region.

3.5. Model for Spectral Index

To explain the spectral index observed in the 3D simulation,
we separate the main acceleration region from the rest of the
reconnection layer. Particle transport into the non-acceleration
region is simply treated as an “escape” effect. In order to decide
the criteria for the major acceleration regions, we accumulate
the PDFs of the computation cells with positive and negative

· kvE . The embedded plot of Figure 6(a) shows an example of
the distributions at tΩci=100. For ∣ · ∣k <v 0.001E , the
regions with positive · kvE balances that with negative values,
and the acceleration rate for particles in these regions will be
=0.001, so these regions do not contribute to the high-energy
particle energization. Figure 4(d) shows that regions with
positive · kvE are usually accompanied with regions with
negative · kvE , for example, near flux ropes at x∼55di and
x∼90di. Therefore, we choose ∣ · ∣kvE around 0.001 as the
threshold for separating the major acceleration regions and treat
particles getting out these regions as escaped particles.
After separating the major acceleration regions, we then

calculate the acceleration rate associated with curvature drift for
high-energy electrons (ε>40εth) and their escape rate

( )t= =r dN dt N1 esc esc acc, where Nesc and Nacc are the
number of high-energy electrons outside and inside the major
acceleration regions, respectively. dN dtesc is the net effect of
particle escape and re-injection at the boundaries of the main
acceleration regions. For single particles (e.g., the one shown in
Figure 3), there is a finite possibility that escaped particles can
get back into the main acceleration regions. Statistically, more
particles escape from the main acceleration regions than that
are re-injected into the main acceleration regions. Figure 6(a)
shows an example of the calculated rates for high-energy
electrons in the major acceleration region with
∣ · ∣k >v 0.001E . Due to the small number of accelerated
particles at the beginning of the simulation, both α and τesc
have a spike as reconnection starts around W-30 ci

1. As more

Figure 2. (a) Time evolution of the global electron energy spectrum
( ) ( )e e e=f dN d in the 3D simulation; the embedded plot compares this

with the 2D simulation at three time frames. ε is the electron kinetic energy
( )g - m c1 e

2, and γ is the Lorentz factor. We normalize ε by the initial thermal
energy e » m c0.015 eth

2. (b) Energy spectra for electrons in the four local
boxes shown in Figure 1(a) at W =t 150ci .

Figure 3. One electron trajectory in the 3D simulation. (a) The trajectory
projected on the x–z plane and color-coded by its kinetic energy. The numbers
1–5 indicate the five phases of acceleration. The arrow points out when the
electron escapes from being trapped in the large flux rope. (b) x-position vs.
particle kinetic energy. Note that we have shifted the trajectory when the
electron crosses the right boundary at =x d150 i (vertical dashed lines) to make
the trajectory continuous.
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Powerlaw spectra from 3D PIC reconnection 
simulations: non-relativistic

• PIC simulations of astrophysical jets (Alfves+ 2018)
– σ = 5
– Limited range of the powerlaw because of limited PIC domain 4

quires that particles cross magnetic field lines. This
strongly suggests that magnetic field inhomogeneities
must be crucial in the acceleration process. Indeed,
our simulations reveal that the magnetic field becomes
highly tangled, developing a spectrum of fluctuations
over the complete range of scales, from Rc down to
the gyroradius scale h⇢gi of thermal particles (Supple-
mental Fig. S3). We find that these fluctuations en-
able rapid displacement of particles across magnetic field
lines via the guiding center curvature drift with veloc-
ity vcurv = �mv2kc B ⇥ /eB2 [24] [Fig. (3c)]; vk is the
particle velocity parallel to the local magnetic field and
 ⌘ B · rB/B2 is the magnetic field curvature vector.
These drifts allow particles to gain energy from the induc-
tive electric field, with the instantaneous rate of energy
gain being connected to the spatial and temporal distri-
bution of the magnetic field curvature. Fig. 3(c) illus-
trates the energy evolution of particles that start highly
magnetized and reach the confinement energy. These
particles experience fast energy gains by encountering re-
gions where the field curvature radius �1 is only a few
times their gyroradius. Once they are accelerated to a
large fraction (0.2 � 0.3) of the confinement energy, the
guiding center approximation breaks down [Fig. (3c)],
and particles become e↵ectively unmagnetized, moving
with vz ⇠ c along the jet axis. The acceleration stops
when the particles either escape the jet spine in the trans-
verse direction or when the electric field decays as the
instability subsides.

The mean energization rate h�"/�ti increases with
" until " . "conf [Fig. 3(d)], indicating a first-order
Fermi process. This is consistent with acceleration via
the curvature drift (since vcurv / �), the importance of
which has also been identified in simulations of reconnect-
ing current layers [25, 26]. We have confirmed that the
same acceleration physics takes place in simulations with
nonzero poloidal magnetic field, Bz . 0.5B�, yielding
similar power-law particle energy spectra as the purely
toroidal field case (Supplemental Fig. S4).

The acceleration mechanism unveiled here is thus a
consequence of a large-scale (⇠ Rc) inductive electric
field acting in concert with a magnetic field that is
tangled over a range of scales that extends down to
h⇢gi. These conditions are intrinsically 3D and arise self-
consistently via the dynamic evolution of the KI [18].
While the scales of Rc and ⇢g are vastly disparate in
astrophysical jets, a small fraction of the initially ther-
mal particles can always attain the confinement energy
"conf . We have confirmed this by systematically increas-
ing the ratio R̄ of the jet radius to the gyroradius of
the thermal particles. The power-law spectral index is
preserved, consistently extending from the thermal mean
up to "conf , and the maximum particle energy gain is
always �"max ' 2eB0Rc (Fig. 4). This indicates that
our results may be extrapolated to astrophysical systems,
where the enormous scale separation implies huge energy
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FIG. 4. (a) Final particle spectra for di↵erent system sizes
(R̄) and fixed magnetization � = 5. The black curve cor-
responds to initial particle spectrum, which is the same for
all system sizes. (b) Scaling law of maximum particle energy
gain with system size and magnetic field magnitude. The
dots represent the results of 3D PIC simulations for di↵er-
ent � and R̄, and the dashed line represents the linear fit
�"maxmec

2 ' 1.9 "conf = 1.9 eB0Rc.

gains.
Particle acceleration enabled by the KI can account

for the synchrotron and inverse Compton (IC) radiating
electrons in AGN jets. For example, the synchrotron en-
ergy spectrum, F⌫ / ⌫�↵, of knots such as HST-1 in M87
extends to hard X-rays, with spectral index ↵ ' 1.0�1.5
[5, 27]. The balance between synchrotron cooling and
electron acceleration by the KI will steepen the electron
spectrum, such that ↵ is related to the spectral index
p of the injected particles by ↵ = p/2 [18]. This is in
agreement with our results that show p = 2 � 3 for mag-
netization levels � = 1�10 (Supplemental Fig. S2). The
same population of relativistic electrons produces IC ra-
diation at GeV - TeV photon energies, by up-scattering
its own synchrotron (or ambient) photons [28].

Protons and heavier ions are accelerated in the kink-
unstable region of AGN jets in a similarly e�cient way.
This has been confirmed in simulations (Supplemental
Fig. S5) with plasma having 1 proton per 10 electrons,
the composition that is inferred by calorimetric modeling
of many giant radio lobes [29]. Unlike electrons, proton
synchrotron losses are negligible up to and beyond the
confinement energy. In HST-1, whose intrinsic scale is
Rc ⇠ pc and magnetic field is B0 ⇠ 1 � 10 mG, pro-
tons could attain energies 1018 � 1019 eV by residing in
the accelerating region throughout the ⌧KI ⇠ 30 yr (co-
moving) dynamical time of KI. The brightest feature of
M87, Knot A [30], has a significantly larger intrinsic scale
Rc ⇠ 100 pc and may also possess mG-level magnetic
fields. Under such conditions, the mechanism uncovered
in this work would accelerate protons and iron nuclei to
energies ⇠ 1020 eV and ⇠ 1021 eV respectively, with these
most energetic particles acquiring a significant fraction of
the jet’s internal energy.

In summary, we have uncovered an e�cient and robust
particle acceleration mechanism that operates on the he-
lical magnetic field structure of relativistic jets. It has
long been appreciated [31] that in AGN jets, "conf may



Modeling particle acceleration in 
macrosystems: the kglobal model

• PIC models have insufficient separation between kinetic and 
the system size
– The scale size of structure that develop are at spatial scales that are 

too 
– Small structures scatter particles when the particle gyroradius

reaches the size of the structure
• Rate of energy gain strongly reduced once particles are demagnetized

• The kglobal simulation model eliminates these deficiencies
– Eliminates kinetic scale boundary layers
– Includes electron particles on a grid as in the PIC model
– Includes the feedback of energetic particles on the plasma dynamics

• Can now simulate particle acceleration in macro-systems

Drake+ ‘19, Arnold+ 19, Arnold+ ‘21



kglobal reconnection results

• Time development of reconnection with electron 
acceleration in a macro-system
– Simulation domain ~ 104 km

Electron 
Energy

Firehose 
parameter

Current



Electron energy spectra
• Electron powerlaw spectra from kglobal

– Powerlaws extend nearly three decades in energy 
– Strong dependence on the ambient out-of-plane magnetic field

• Suppresses field line contraction

Weak dependence
on system size



Comparison with a 
large limb solar flare

• An X-class limb flare occurred on 
Sept. 10, 2017
– Gyro-synchrotron emission from the 

Expanded Owens Valley Solar Array
• Space/time evolution of energetic 

electron spectral indices and coronal 
magnetic field

– X-ray data from RHESSI
– Comparison of spectral indices

• RHESSI 3.9
• Kglobal 3.5
• No free parameters

Fig. 1 | Observation and modeling of the eruptive solar flare on 2017 September 10. (a) EUV 211 Å image showing the
erupting magnetic flux rope as a fast-ascending balloon-shaped dark cavity, observed by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly
aboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO/AIA). The multi-frequency EOVSA microwave (MW) source is shown as filled
color contours (26% of the maximum intensity at their respective frequency). White curves are magnetic field lines derived
from the theoretical standard flare model in Lin & Forbes1. (b) Detailed view of the central region (black box in a, rotated by
90� to upright orientation). A 30–100 keV hard X-ray (HXR) source (purple contours; showing 50% and 90% of the
maximum), observed by the Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI), is present above the top of
the soft-X-ray-emitting hot flare arcade (red contours; showing 30%, 60%, and 90% of the maximum intensity at 12–18 keV,
also observed by RHESSI). (c) Same field of view as (b), but the nearly identical magnetic field lines are derived from the
numerical magnetohydrodynamics simulation (see Methods). The microwave and HXR source are removed to show the
cusp-shaped EUV flare arcade (bright white).

can be obtained (Fig. 2). The microwave spectra display features characteristic of gyrosynchrotron radiation produced
by flare-accelerated energetic electrons gyrating in the flare magnetic field8. By fitting each microwave spectrum with a
gyrosynchrotron source model at a given spatial location along the RCS feature (at x ⇡ 0 Mm), we derive the spatially-resolved
total magnetic field strength B

obs(y) and microwave-emitting energetic electron distribution fe(e,y) = dne(e,y)/de at different
heights y along the RCS (where ne is the energetic electron number density and e is the electron energy) (Methods; see Fig.
2(d) for examples). The resulting B

obs(y) profile, shown in Fig. 3(b), represents the height variation of the magnetic field
strength measured over our resolution element (⇠3 Mm at 15 GHz) at the location of the RCS (Methods). It displays a general

2/16

5. Conclusion

We have used our coverage of the well-observed X8.2 limb
flare, SOL2017-09-10, as an opportunity to present the first
science results from a new, multi-frequency imaging array, the
EOVSA. The results both agree with the standard CSHKP
model for solar flares and suggest the need for amending it, by
revealing new details of the spatial distribution of high-energy
electrons. MW observations at high, optically thin frequencies
provide source information in regions of high magnetic field
strength, which are limited to relatively small, closed magnetic
loops formed below the reconnection region. The EOVSA
images at lower MW frequencies early in the event reveal the
prompt presence of high-energy electrons over a much larger
region, including the plasma sheet extending between the
lower, newly formed loops and the rising flux rope, and the
legs of a much larger loop well outside the traditionally
observed, reconnected loops. Although isolated examples of
such large source regions have been reported in the literature,
as noted in Section 1, the ability of EOVSA to simultaneously
image the whole MW spectrum, including both high- and low-
frequency emission, has provided a panoramic view of the
entire system of energetic electrons. Revealing the large spatial
extent of the region of high-energy electrons is one of the key
new insights provided by EOVSA, but equally important is its
ability to provide quantitative diagnostics of plasma and
particle parameters through MW imaging spectroscopy. Further
analysis of the dynamically evolving, spatially resolved spectra
is underway.

Figure 5. The same analysis as for the simulations in Gary et al. (2013) but with data from the time shown in Figures 2(a), (b). (a) Individual images at 28 frequencies,
from the location of the white box in the overview image in panel (f). (b)–(e)Measured flux-density spectra (points with ±1σ error bars) in single pixels of the images
in panel (a), corresponding to locations 1–4 marked in panel (f), and corresponding multi-parameter fits (red lines). (f) A “true-color” representation of the EOVSA
data cube, combining images at the 28 frequencies shown in panel (a).

Figure 6. RHESSI photon spectrum, where the black curve is the integrated
spectrum, the red curve is the thermal source spectrum, and the blue points with
a power-law fit are the energy distribution from the compact footpoint source.
After subtraction, the implied spectrum of the extended coronal source at
higher energies is shown as the purple line. The power-law index of the
compact source is γ=3.4 while that of the extended source is γ=4.4.
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Main Points
• Solar observations suggest that magnetic energy conversion 

into energetic electrons is extraordinarily efficient 
• Acceleration of energetic particles dominated by Fermi 

reflection in both relativistic and non-relativistic 
reconnecting systems

• Multi-x-line reconnection is required to produce the 
energetic component of the particle spectrum
– PIC simulations have not been able to produce the extended power 

tails of energetic electrons seen in observations
• Small simulation domains distort the dynamics of particle energy gain

– kglobal simulations produce extended powerlaw tails
• Powerlaw indices sensitive to the ambient guide field

• An analytic model based on magnetic island merger 
reproduces the key results of the kglobal simulations

• An upgrade is planned to include particle ions in the model


